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Nearly fifty years ago, two Americans went on a voyage that would not only forever embed their 

names into the canon of human achievement but also change, both in literal and metaphysical 

terms, the way we see the world. On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became 

the first two people to land on the Moon. Back on Earth, approximately 240,000 miles away, 

the twenty-nine-year-old Nancy Graves, who had just closed her solo exhibition at the Whitney 

Museum of American Art, was embarking on her own mission, one that would become 

intertwined with the period’s fascination with the universe beyond and our place in it, both 

situationally and existentially.

NASA’s missions to space during the 1960s and 1970s, as well as the emergence of new 

technologies in the field of cartography, no doubt had an immensely profound effect on Graves 

and her work. The paintings and works on paper on view in this exhibition and reproduced in this 

catalogue reveal not only the artist’s interest in the symbolic yet literal nature of maps but also in 

the mapping of places that we cannot see for ourselves: the furthest depths of the ocean and the 

surfaces of distant planets. In this, Graves’s works reveal less about worlds beyond our reach and 

more about who we are—our ambitions and our concerns—as gleaned from our depictions of the 

unknown. Fifty years after the Moon landing, it is perhaps time to look again and wonder.

I would like to convey my sincere thanks to Robert Storr, whose marvelous essay on Graves 

addresses the subject of her mapping works with both rigor and freshness. Needless to say, this 

exhibition and catalogue would not have been possible without the support of the Nancy Graves 

Foundation. I want to express my gratitude to Christina Hunter, the executive director of the 

foundation, and Sanford Hirsch, the chairman of the foundation’s board of directors, for sharing 

their crucial knowledge and understanding of Graves’s work, which has added an invaluable layer 

of depth and richness to this exhibition and catalogue.

I would further like to give thanks to Michael Asente, collection manager at the Nancy Graves 

Foundation, for his contributions to our exhibition planning, as well as to the catalogue 

production team, including Matthew Polhamus, Anna Drozda and Keith Harrington. And finally 

yet importantly, I would like to thank everyone at Mitchell-Innes & Nash as every exhibition and 

catalogue requires a team of skilled people who are so good at what they do.

        Lucy Mitchell-Innes
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Two years after Jackson Pollock’s death in 1956, Allan Kaprow reflected on the iconoclastic 

implications of Pollock’s work in “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock,” published in the pages 

of ARTnews, then the house organ of the New York school. Speaking as a student of Hans 

Hofmann but a man of his own generation, Kaprow signaled his wariness of the facile styling 

it had fostered in the “academy of the new,” and speculated on the ramifications of Pollock’s 

hugely disruptive but likewise seminal contribution beyond the medium in which he had made 

his infinitely metamorphic mark. From Kaprow’s vantage point, the challenge that Pollock 

posed to younger artists was that he had done two things simultaneously:

Pollock had indeed accomplished something, both by his attitude and by his very real 

gifts, which went beyond even those values recognized and acknowledged by sensitive 

artists and critics. The “Act of Painting,” the new space, the personal mark that builds 

its own form and meaning, the endless tangle, the great scale, the new materials, etc. 

are by now clichés of college art departments. The innovations are accepted. They are 

becoming part of text books.… You do not enter a painting of Pollock’s in any one place 

(or hundred places). Anywhere is everywhere and you can dip in and out when and 

where you can. This has led to remarks that his art gives one the impression of going on 

forever—a true insight. It indicates that the confines of the rectangular field were ignored 

in lieu of an experience of a continuum going in all directions simultaneously, beyond 

the literal dimensions of any work.… Pollock’s choice of enormous sizes served many 

purposes, chief of which … is the fact that by making mural-scale paintings, they ceased 

to become paintings and became environments.

Yet all this had come at a very high price. As Kaprow noted, Pollock “created some magnificent 

paintings. But he also destroyed painting.”

Or, viewed more synthetically than this, Pollock ended the long history of the painting as a 

window on the world, and began that in which the space of art directly annexed the space of 

the world by tearing down the walls cordoning the one off from the other and allowing the 

elements of reality to flood the precincts of art. On his own, Kaprow then proceeded to explore 

the formal limits of Pollock’s physical literalism and spatial expansionism in works that he duly 

tagged “environments” and—shortly thereafter—the events he planned for such spaces that 

he labeled “happenings.” The king was dead, long live his rightful heirs! 

If, like many rising talents of the post-Pollock era, he gave short shrift to second- and third-

generation Abstract Expressionists and, more broadly, to allover gestural or field painters, 

Kaprow can be forgiven in light of the liberating permission he gave to a host of artists to 

whom we owe the explosion of radical innovation in new or alternative media from the mid-

1960s to through the 1970s. These innovations included sculpture by unconventional means 

and in theretofore unused materials as well as video, dance, performance and installation art, 

conceptual projects and formats and much, much more. For reasons I will not go into here, 

Nancy Graves: Back to Nature 
 Robert Storr 
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Kaprow was at pains to distinguish his “happenings” and “environments” from “performance” 

and “installation,” genres that he, like Michael Fried in his anti-minimalist screed “Art and 

Objecthood,” faulted for the formal compromises and confusions inherent in their theatricality.

Meanwhile, among the early attempts to survey this panorama of “practices” was a Museum 

of Modern Art’s 1970 exhibition of new tendencies, for which the curator chose the title 

Information, thereby indicating that the urgent, emotionally charged poetry of Action Painting 

and its various spin-offs had been replaced by more detached modes of inquiry and fact 

gathering. Out with the heated visual rhetoric of the immediate postwar era, and in with the 

cool, scientific and in with the interdisciplinary postmodern paradigms of the late sixties and 

early seventies. 

Nancy Graves (1939–1995) belonged to the generation of multifarious artists that arrived on 

the scene close on the heels of Kaprow’s own, a generation that benefited enormously from 

the compass-spinning critical reorientation of his writings. Soon after graduation from the Yale 

School of Art in the early 1960s, along with other notable classmates Chuck Close, Rackstraw 

Downes, Janet Fish, Robert Mangold, Sylvia Plimack Mangold, Brice Marden, Stephen Posen 

and Richard Serra—the latter having for a while been her husband as well—Graves made her 

reputation with extraordinary pieces emblematic of many of these fresh possibilities. Thus, 

she threw herself into what Rosalind Krauss, reigning critical successor to Pollock’s champion 

Clement Greenberg, called the expanding field of sculpture. 

With her, Graves brought “information”—scientific imagery, ways of thinking and frames of 

reference—hitherto bypassed by most modern and contemporary artists in the United States. 

In large measure her familiarity with these artistic diasporas—which are extra- rather than 

Bones and Their Containers (To Martin Cassidy), 1971
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anti-aesthetic in the sense that science has always drawn on the visual formats and motifs to 

depict or catalogue its findings and has often done so to considerable if not stunning decorative 

effect—derived from her father’s keen interest in the natural history museum for which he 

worked in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, where she was born and raised. Furthermore, Graves  

was a graduate of Vassar. As such she was emblematic of the emerging type of artist of the 

postwar decades that Kaprow described in his equally groundbreaking and very controversial 

1964 ARTnews polemic against the bohemian shibboleths of the Depression and World War II 

cohorts, “Should the Artist Become a Man of the World?” In it he noted that unlike their 

studio-trained or self-trained predecessors the majority of young talents had attended liberal 

arts colleges if not left with diplomas, and the focus of higher education at that level was to 

erase the boundaries between what the polymathic British writer C. P. Snow called in a much-

debated essay of the same title “The Two Cultures,” namely the humanities and the sciences.

At first glance some of Graves’s initial projects of this kind, notably her exhaustive sculptural 

studies of camels, had a scruffy, mothballed look while the studio in which she made them 

became a kind of caravanserai in exile from the Moroccan desert, where her research in 

preparation for making these facsimile creatures had been conducted; research that along 

with her static three-dimensional works also produced films. These camel pieces of 1969 and 

1970 garnered the young artist a huge amount of attention, including a cover photograph in 

Artforum, in large measure because of what they were not. They were not abstract—to the 

contrary they were meticulously representational. And they were not painting at a time when 

formalist canvases of various kinds, most all of them owing their logic to the prescriptions and 

proscriptions of Clement Greenberg and his army of formalist epigones generaled by Michael 

Fried and Rosalind Krauss, still dominated discussion while covering the walls of museums and 

commercial galleries to the virtual exclusion of everything else. In her methodical way like her 

Yale contemporary Close in his, Graves was happy to run counter to the mainstream current of 

art shrewdly gambling that the “mainstream” was about to jump its banks, or simply run out. It 

did both. And, if the reader can forgive the pun, Graves, like many palace revolutionaries before 

her, made no bones about her simultaneously radical and traditional critique of the modernist 

Camel VI, Camel VII and Camel VIII, 1968–1969
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academy of that moment. To which end she not only constructed illusionistic animalier 

sculptures the zoological likes of which had not been seen since the nineteenth century,  

but also fabricated bones to drape their skin on. Incidentally Susan Rothenberg, who would go 

on to run many more shape-shifting riffs on horse skeletons, worked as a studio assistant at 

the time.

Despite the exception they seemed to take to minimal and high formalist abstraction, as a 

body of works about bodies, these camel pieces also entered into dialogue with the modular 

systems and techniques used by exponents of modernist and contemporary geometric art. 

Thus, Graves’s focus on the articulation of camel legs in several iterations of Variability of 

Similar Forms (1970) obliquely anticipated in organic terms aspects of Sol LeWitt’s rigidly 

squared-off Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes (1974). Likewise, LeWitt’s interest in the 

modularity of Eadweard Muybridge’s series of time-lapse photo studies of animals and humans 

in motion overlapped Graves’s recourse to the same explicitly scientific source, thereby closing 

the loop between science and art from science’s side. 

Graves’s many drawings of biological and botanical specimens, drawings that capitalize on 

the graphic systems of color coding and stippling commonly deployed in scientific illustration, 

widened the scope of her studio activity and charted her path back to painting, which she had 

left behind following graduation from Yale and her Fulbright grant–sponsored study in Paris 

after leaving New Haven. Like many art students, some of her work consisted of pastiches of 

the old masters, or, in Graves’s case, an old modern master: Georges Braque. The distance 

traveled between the one example of such work that I have seen, and, for example, her 

Muybridge-influenced sketches of a leaping frog or a trotting camel is not only measured by 

the deftness and freshness of the latter works but also by the manner in which it opens the 

viewer’s eye and mind to horizons beyond established art practices and perspectives.

As it was for artists and musicians of the minimalist camp—LeWitt as well as Philip Glass—the 

durational structure of Muybridge’s “photo-realism” set the terms for serial composition. But 

Graves was equally impressed by the new astronomical pictures—also broken into units by 

the timing of the satellite cameras that took them—that began to be engendered by the space 

program starting in 1961, a decade before her first map drawings and paintings. All of which 

is to say that these images provided a fundamentally new macrocosmic vision of objective 

reality—ontologically and epistemologically more “earth shaking” (if the reader will forgive 

another pun) and optically more arresting than any roughly contemporary inventions of high 

formalist art-for-art’s-sake could claim. Recognizing the treasure trove she had at her disposal 

Graves wasted no time in “returning” to painting without regard for Kaprow’s assertion, 

buttressed by much critical opinion within post-Greenbergian circles, that Pollock had indeed 

“destroyed painting.”

Speaking in 1979 at the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture about her use of “data” 

to make paintings that were abstract only in the sense that they were coded representation 

of natural phenomena yet would be seen in relation to “pure” abstraction of the classical 

modernist varieties, Graves spelled out her concerns with characteristic candor and clarity:

Camel Pacing (.024 second) After Muybridge, 1971

Cover of Artforum, October 1970 
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I chose to do [the research] with the hope that the information I derive, in some way, 

could be translated, and the conviction that art has more to do than just putting color on  

a canvas. In my opinion, that is a particular period of time in American art, and one cannot 

go on and do that forever, except if one makes very stringent rules for oneself. But if one 

is somewhat bent in the romantic tendency, then it’s not possible that nature not enter  

in. I mean we live in nature and it’s there. If one takes a geometric point of view—and 

sets out tasks within that—then that’s a different problem altogether.… I don’t think  

[my work] is better because of all the research that I have behind it. It’s better because  

of what the artist is able to do.… I hope that the paintings stand independently. I mean,  

if it were only the research, they’d be pretty boring.

No, the paintings are not only research but without the curiosity about things outside studio 

conventions that Graves brought to the task at hand—to face an empty space with a brush—

it is doubtful that they would ever have had the vital specificity of mark making and color 

and tone that they do. For an artist’s capacity for painterly improvisation almost invariably 

craves resistance of some kind. For Pollock and his peers, it was ingrained memory of the 

conventions and traditions of Western art in which their imaginations were steeped by more 

or less academic copying, which is why in looking at their work we quite legitimately think 

about Renaissance, Baroque, Romantic and modern precedents, their spatial intervals, graphic 

devices and color being the armatures upon which hang American-type Painting as Greenberg 

defined it. They are the ghosts in the Abstract Expressionist machines, and, as crucially, the 

figments of muscle memory. 

As previously noted, however, artists of the 1960s were by and large schooled differently. 

They did not share big swaths of art-historical visual culture—and artists of today do so even 

less—so each needed to find their own predicate for painting, their own template capable of 

giving their gestures and spatial dynamics the unmistakable qualities of necessity. For Close 

it was the ID photo, for Downes the lay of the land as scanned by a roving glance, and for 

Graves it was remapping terrain rather than directly observing it. In the process she accessed 

a novel version of the sublime—that which dwarves and quite possibly frightens the mere 

mortal but also gives her or him the chance to dream—in utterly matter-of-fact terms. As such 

the thoroughly Yankee, “just the facts, ma’am!” Graves could have her cake and eat it too. She 

could bend her work to what she called her “romantic tendency” without giving in to suspect 

sentimentality or retrograde poetic tropes.

Naturally enough, considering that all mapping systems based upon the representation of 

celestial spheres on flat surfaces entail inherent distortions, to account for and/or correct these 

flaws, cartography has evolved greatly over the course of history from the ancient azimuthal 

stereographic projection, to the Enlightenment/Age of Exploration Mercator cylindrical 

wraparound and transverse Mercator, to the Lambert conformal conic format. The raw output 

supplied Graves by NASA photos had effectively eclipsed these previous templates. But 

whatever their superior status as indexical renderings of what can be “seen” by machines, 

which cameras are, these renderings have the added consequence of transforming the artist 

and viewers of her work into superior stargazers and moon-maids or men-in-the-moon by a 

NASA Technical Note D-6786 with added paper masks  
by Nancy Graves 
Source material for plates 27 and 28 
Collection Nancy Graves Foundation, New York

NASA Mariner Mars 1971 Status Bulletin 
Source material for plate 20 
Collection Nancy Graves Foundation, New York
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paradoxically straightforward sleight of hand, an undisguised substitution of fantastical imagery 

for truly mind-altering if not, in sixties parlance, mind-blowing—and here comes that word 

again—information. 

As such Graves found a way to replace the mythopoetic aura of Abstract Expressionism with 

natural wonderment. For how can one not be amazed by the spectacle of Mars (1973) (pl. 20) 

horizontally laid out before us with lozenges detailing certain parts of its, at that time, 

impossibly distant landscape, lozenges representing closeup snapshots by a clicking remote 

control lens whose whirring adjustments one can almost hear as the muted soundtrack of the 

wide-angle image? And how could one not be equally astonished by an interrupted view of the 

very bottom of the sea, specifically the Indian Ocean (pls. 6, 7)? By the same token one cannot 

resist being swept up by the weather patterns of Computer Grid Map of Typhoon Marie (1973) 

(pl. 12). At any rate I, who grew up reading stories about ships sailing the seven seas as well as 

looking at paintings of whalers and clippers braving tropical storms, am unable not to hear the 

howl of winds across the surface of the canvas. Given the degree to which Graves’s painterly 

idiom deliberately eschews the Sturm und Drang mannerisms of Action Painting, though the 

chromatic pop and crackle of Untitled (Heat Density Measurement of a Cyclone) (1974) (pl. 27) 

and Untitled (Heat Density Cyclone) (1974) (pl. 28) come close, these reflex associations supply 

the elements of drama they might otherwise seem to lack. 

Nancy Graves in front of her painting  
Mars (in process), 1973
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Meanwhile, what is one to make of the Rorschach test–like doubling of Untitled #97 (Blue Map 

Triptych) (1972) (pl. 9)? As we all know nautical charts are frequently folded. Is Graves’s image 

some kind of playful origami that flips and repeats the process of such folding? That she had 

an aesthetic sense of humor is plain from the whimsical deportment and truncation of several 

of her camel sculptures. Beyond that she is capable of entering into oblique dialogue with 

others of her generation who continued to innovate incrementally in explicitly formalist genres 

of abstraction. To that extent the staggered, sectional Untitled #6 (White) (1974) (pl. 26) strikes 

this observer as a response to the unjustly ignored multipanel monochromes of David Novros, 

for example VI: XXXII (1966/1990) in the collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 

It has been almost fifty years since Graves painted and drew this body of work, but as those 

of us who make art and/or work closely with others who do are only too painfully aware, public 

reception is often slow to come to art that does not toot its own horn but instead focuses more 

intently the subjects it addresses and the languages it deploys than on making a spectacle of 

itself for the audience. Such is the case with this work. Yet, it would certainly be a mistake 

to cast Graves as a self-effacing person. To the contrary with her elegant clothes and unruly 

hair piled high in a bun she was very stylish in her distinctively WASP way. Furthermore, with 

paintings as large as Untitled #6 (White), which is 87 inches high and 130 inches across, or 

Mars, eight by twenty-four feet, neither is her work modest in scale. In light of the wide-

ranging sizes of her drawings and paintings, from small notational works to very large ones, 

the crucial criterion to hold in mind when judging Graves as an artist is that she always thought 

about the picture, though not about herself at the center of it as did many of the postwar New 

York school painters whose shadows loomed over all who came of age artistically in the 1960s. 

Still, as a child of the generation whose sense of their place in the universe and in the world 

was jolted by the advent of cosmonauts and astronauts, and whose growing ecological 

consciousness was triggered by the 1962 publication of Rachel Carson’s cri de coeur Silent 

Spring, any inclination to pigeonhole Graves’s paintings as delayed formal variations on allover 

abstraction narrows its focus to art history when in fact those same paintings should be 

dilating our historical frame of reference to include the global transformations that henceforth 

threaten our very survival on this planet. Instead of being a latter-day New York school painter 

as she may well have appeared to be half a century ago, she now returns to us as a prescient 

precursor to many artists currently grappling with the challenge of restoring Nature to its 

position as a core concern of Culture—that is, as an equally worthy dialectical term in tension 

with it—without recourse to bucolic nostalgia. 

In his fashion Graves’s Yale coeval Rackstraw Downes has done so by painting America from 

life as it truly is: tank farms, industrial parks, urban wastelands, highways, high rises and all. For 

her part, Graves gazed wider still as well as higher and deeper, trying to capture the marvelous 

variety and immensity of environs, near and far, in a variety of formal modes beginning with 

sculpture and film, and ending with sculpture. In the middle of an all-too-short career she 

looked to painting to take the accurate measure of things that are all but incalculably vast.  

And she vividly succeeded.
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Plates



1

Eskimo Land and Sea Map I 

1971  Gouache on paper 

30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





2

Untitled (Black and White)

1971  Gouache, acrylic, India ink and graphite on paper  

30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





3

Bottom of the Pacific Ocean Between California and  
the Hawaiian Islands – Sub Cable Survey, 1891–92

1972  Gouache on paper 

Three sheets, each: 22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





4 

Untitled #127 (Drawing of the Moon)

circa 1972  Watercolor, gouache and pencil on paper  

30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





5

Geological Survey, Egton, England 

1972  Gouache on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





6

Indian Ocean Floor, I 

1972  Acrylic on canvas 

90 by 72 in.  228.6 by 182.9 cm.





7

Indian Ocean Floor, II  

1972  Acrylic, India ink and graphite on canvas  

96 by 72 in.  243.8 by 182.9 cm.





8

Map of Mars After Schiaparelli 

1972  Gouache on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





9

Untitled #97 (Blue Map Triptych) 

1972  Gouache, acrylic and pencil on paper  

Three sheets, overall: 30 by 67 1/2 in.  76.2 by 171.5 cm.





10 

Mars After Video Mosaics by Mariner 7 and 9  

1973  Gouache and India ink on paper  

Four sheets, overall: 30 by 90 in.  76.2 by 228.6 cm.





11

Apollo 14  

1973  Graphite, acrylic and gouache on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





12

Computer Grid Map of Typhoon Marie  

1973  Graphite on paper 

30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





13

Earth, Moon, Mars 

1973  Collage, India ink, acrylic, gouache and graphite on paper 

29 3/4 by 42 in.  75.6 by 106.7 cm.





14

Falkland Current  

1973  Graphite on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.



15

Mariner 7, Mars, Photometric Version, Floor of Hellas  

1973  Graphite and charcoal on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.



16 

First Look at the World’s Weather   

1973  Acrylic, India ink and gouache on paper  

22 1/2 by 60 in.  57.2 by 152.4 cm.





17

Lunar Map After Wilkins  

1973  India ink on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





18

Antarctica 

1973  Gouache, acrylic, India ink and graphite on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





19

Map of Mercury After Chapman 

1973  Gouache on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





20 

Mars 

1973  Acrylic on canvas 

Four panels, overall: 96 by 288 in.  243.8 by 731.5 cm.





21

Mars, Polar Region, Three Filter Overlay, Mariner 9 

1973  Gouache and India ink on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





22

Mars, South Pole

1973  Graphite, acrylic, gouache and India ink on paper 

29 3/4 by 42 1/2 in.  75.6 by 108 cm.





23 

Mars: Image and Noise; Corrected Image 

1973  Acrylic, India ink, graphite and gouache on paper   

Three sheets, each: 30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





24

Nimbus 3, DRIR, Eastern Seaboard II

1973  Graphite on paper 

30 by 22 1/2 in.  76.2 by 57.2 cm.





25

Weather Map with Content Provided 
by Cloud Photos from Tiros Satellite

1973  Gouache and India ink on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.





26

Untitled #6 (White)  

1974  Acrylic and oil on canvas  

Five parts, overall: 87 by 130 in.  221 by 330.2 cm.





27

Untitled (Heat Density Measurement of a Cyclone)

1974  Watercolor, gold leaf and graphite on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.



28

Untitled (Heat Density Cyclone)

1974  Watercolor, gold leaf and graphite on paper 

22 1/2 by 30 in.  57.2 by 76.2 cm.



29 

Untitled (Blue)  

1974  Watercolor, oil, acrylic and graphite on paper  

Two sheets, overall: 22 1/2 by 60 in.  57.2 by 152.4 cm.





30 

Untitled (White)  

1974  Watercolor, oil, graphite and acrylic on paper  

Two sheets, overall: 22 1/2 by 60 in.  57.2 by 152.4 cm.





31 

Antarci  

1975  Oil on canvas 

Nine panels, each: 46 by 15 in.  116.8 by 38.1 cm.





32 

Untitled #1

1975  Oil and acrylic on canvas 

60 by 120 in.  152.4 by 304.8 cm.





33

OV  

1976  Acrylic, oil and collage on canvas  

36 by 72 in.  91.4 by 182.9 cm.





34

Three  

1976  Oil on canvas 

64 by 64 in.  162.6 by 162.6 cm.





35 

Untitled #7

1976  Oil on canvas 

64 by 128 in.  162.6 by 325.1 cm.
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